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BEARS
SAINTS AT BEARS
LIVE

THREE
&OUT
chicagotribune.com/beardownload: Catch our
video series featuring a roundtable discussion
with Tribune Bears experts. The panel will dish on
three hot topics every week. Find a new episode
every Tuesday. Also look for daily briefs, including
important Bears news, throughout the week
leading up to Sunday’s game.

‘DITKA’
THE E-BOOK

PRESS PASS
ALL-ACCESS

chicagotribune.com/ebooks:
“Ditka” is a collection of articles
from Chicago Tribune archives
that chronicle the legendary
Bears player and coach, Mike Ditka, who
symbolized the hard-nosed style that defined
the Bears through the ’80s. It’s available now.

chicagotribune.com/bearsgame:
Join us online during Sunday’s game
for updates, quotes, tweets from
Tribune reporters, photos from our
staff, video and more. Sign up for an
email reminder and join in on the
conversation .

allaccessbears.eventbrite.com:
Spend an evening at Soldier Field with
the Tribune’s Brad Biggs, who talks all
things Bears with author Rich Cohen
and former and current Bears players.
The event is Nov. 7. Tickets are $50.
Food and parking are included.

Fantasy football at chicagotribune.com/fantasy: Advice for your team and your league. Who can you trust? Who’s a bust?

Steal the playbook
Trestman, Cutler
hope to build alliance
like Payton, Brees

put in during the week, we already knew
and could visualize what was going to
happen on the field on Sunday.”

Seeing the big picture
Together, Trestman and Cutler believe,
they are in the early stages of creating quite
an offensive machine themselves. Trestman
wasn’t even the Bears coach yet when he
realized the potential. In January, he was
just a hopeful interviewee in the Halas Hall
cafeteria talking shop with the starting
quarterback.
Over 90 minutes, the pair delved deeper
into Trestman’s play-calling methodology,
his protection philosophies, his ideas for
attacking coverages. Cutler’s abilities as a
communicator popped.
“When it was over,” Trestman remembered, “I said, ‘Wow. … I’d like to have an
opportunity to get close to Jay as a coach
and work with him.’ ”
Cutler, too, acknowledged that instant
connection. Like the rest of Chicago, he
wanted to know how Trestman’s system
and coaching values could make him a
sharper quarterback. But he also took note
of Trestman’s resounding emphasis on
strengthening all the parts around the
quarterback — from the offensive line to the
receiving corps, from the play-calling to the
overall communication system.
Cutler’s growth, it was reasoned, always
would be proportional to the progress of
those around him.
Said first-year offensive coordinator
Aaron Kromer, who was a Saints assistant
from 2008-12: “We meet more as an offense
than most places I’ve been in my years in
the NFL. As a whole offense, it’s everybody
hearing what’s being said so everybody
understands the function of a play. … It
expedites the process of (creating) a total
understanding of what we’re trying to get
done on the field.”

By Dan Wiederer

Tribune reporter

This should be the game, right? A
measuring stick for how much Bears
quarterback Jay Cutler truly is progressing
in a new system, with a new temperament,
under a new set of leaders?
Shouldn’t this be the legitimate test for
how effectively coach Marc Trestman is
guiding Cutler and positioning him to
regroup from the four-turnover stink bomb
he busted open last weekend in Detroit?
Isn’t it mandatory that Sunday’s game
with the Saints at Soldier Field provide
some sort of evidence to produce a verdict
about Cutler’s long-term future?
With kickoff nearing, all that hyperventilation and hyperanalysis will collide.
Big-picture answers are desired. Yet in
Week 5 of Season 5 of the Cutler conundrum, few are clear.
Through Cutler’s highs, his habit of
inexplicably unraveling remains maddening. Following major lapses, his ability to
gather himself often seems admirable.
Neither will be completely validated nor
erased by one thumbnail performance
against the Saints. So perhaps the afternoon’s microscope may be directed better
toward the game’s other quarterback, the
one rolling into town after a 413-yard,
four-touchdown masterpiece Monday
night in New Orleans.
For the Bears, Sunday should provide
another revealing look at Drew Brees, who
not all that long ago was a very good
quarterback wanting to become elite and
standing at a fork in the road.
In early 2006, after a five-season stint
with the Chargers, Brees was searching for
the best path, for the right guidance, for the
proper system to accelerate his ascent.
Coincidentally, with his second NFL
team, he united with a first-year coach
(Sean Payton) with a West Coast offense
and a clever, tactical mind that never
slowed. Ever since, under Payton’s guidance, Brees has crafted his Hall of Fame
script.
He now owns the most prolific passing
season in NFL history (5,476 yards in 2011).
He owns a Super Bowl ring (XLIV).
He owns universal respect from across
the league as a pinpoint passer and shrewd
strategist.
Even Cutler can’t help but envy Brees’
success and all that was needed to build it.
The talent. The coaching continuity. The
constructive learning environment.
Most of all: time.
Brees and Payton own an impressive
blueprint. Yet Cutler and Trestman feel
they share a similar connection.
“We’re heading in that direction,” Cutler
said. “It’s just we’re four games into this and
Drew’s five, six or however many years he is
in with Sean.”

JAY CUTLER

DREW BREES

&
MARC TRESTMAN

&

SEAN PAYTON

“Just leave your
quarterback in a
system. I don’t care
what system it is, just
leave him in it. A couple
of years down the road
it’s going to pay off. I’d
love to get to that point.”

Making it work

— Cutler
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Parallel universe
Obviously, it’s dangerous to overstate any
parallels between Cutler’s career arc and
that of Brees.
In seven-plus seasons with the Saints,
Brees has thrown for 35,005 yards and 254
touchdowns. In 99 regular-season games
alongside Payton, he is 66-33.
Expecting Cutler to replicate that sustained brilliance is too large a demand based
simply on his unification with a new coach
who’s an offensive savant.
Still, it only seems practical for the Bears
to explore the formula Brees and Payton
used to catalyze their success.
Brees’ move to New Orleans came only
weeks after he underwent potentially
career-threatening surgery on his throwing
shoulder. During the spring and into the
summer of 2006, he was an eager quarterback in a new city without clearance to
throw — at all.
Instead, Brees and Payton spent most of
their time together discussing offense.
Philosophies. Terminology. Concepts.
Specific plays.
Their collective brainpower and shared
ambition generated an invigorating backand-forth.
“He allowed me to have a lot of input into
the offense,” Brees said. “And he allowed me
to take a lot of things that I was good at and
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things that were my strengths and concepts
that I liked from my previous offense and
install them into this offense. So we kind of
made a hybrid. We made it our own. …
Everything we put in, it seemed like, were
things that fit me very well.”
Coincidentally, Trestman was between
coaching jobs in 2007 when he became an
offensive consultant with the Saints. While
there, he took note of how Brees and Payton
tick and used their collective wit to vitalize
an entire offense.
Said Trestman: “It just started with the
building of a relationship between two guys

who really love football, who are willing to
spend the time together and grind it out
together to build the structure they have.”
And Trestman isn’t the only one at Halas
Hall with insight into the Saints’ offensive
secrets. Left tackle Jermon Bushrod spent
his first six seasons in New Orleans
observing the Payton-Brees bond.
“Those two guys are always on the same
page,” Bushrod said. “Always. And they put
in countless hours to assure that. They’re
always challenging themselves mentally to
come up with looks nobody has seen before.
… When it’s clicking, with the game plan we

Trestman can’t say for certain whether
Cutler is suddenly more comfortable than
he ever has been. That would require too
many assumptions. He just knows Cutler
has seemed relaxed throughout the climb
up a steep learning curve.
Through the regular season’s first month,
there has been no sideline melodrama.
Early on, Trestman reminded Cutler to
channel emotions in the right direction, to
suppress any negative body language.
Whereas Brees arrived in New Orleans
needing a coach who would believe he
would bounce back from injury better than
ever, the Bears needed Trestman’s arrival to
steady their quarterback’s volatility.
“We talked about how we were going to
handle the big moments when they come,
what our expectations are,” Trestman said.
“We’ve had those discussions. But not
recently. Jay needed to know that the
demeanor side of this process is probably
the most important side. We can take care of
the football if we can control those
perceptions that have existed about Jay.”
Cutler won’t compare his relationship
with Trestman against those with past
coaches either. But he can say he’s thrilled
with the direction of things. Trestman’s
vision reminds him of his 2006 entrance
into the league under Mike Shanahan with
the Broncos.
“They had the offense clicking there,”
Cutler said. “And they had a straightforward formula for success. Marc has that
as well. It’s just about getting everybody else
caught up to where he is to meet those
expectations.”
Trestman’s Paytonesque openness to
feedback has quickened the evolution.
“If a play is gray in my mind,” Cutler said,
“we’re either going to mold it where it’s
clean for me or we’re going to get rid of it.
“Like Payton and Drew. Drew’s the one
out there pulling the trigger. So if he doesn’t
see it, if it isn’t clean in his mind, the play’s
not going to work. So there’s no point in
putting something in that the quarterback
doesn’t understand or doesn’t like.”
Now Cutler presses on, thrilled with the
setup around him and hoping for what
Brees has had. Continuity.
“Just leave your quarterback in a system,”
Cutler said. “I don’t care what system it is,
just leave him in it. A couple of years down
the road it’s going to pay off. I would love to
get to that point.”
dwiederer@tribune.com
Twitter @danwiederer

SCHEDULE

home games shaded

Sept. 8

Sept. 15

Sept. 22

Sept. 29

Sunday

Thurs.

Oct. 20

Oct. 27

Nov. 4

Nov. 10

Nov. 17

Nov. 24

Dec. 1

Dec. 9

Dec. 15

Dec. 22

Dec. 29

CIN
Won
24-21
(1-0)

MIN
Won
31-30
(2-0)

@PIT
Won
40-23
(3-0)

@DET
Lost
40-32
(3-1)

N.O.
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

NYG
7:25
Ch. 50,
NFL Net.

@WAS
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

OPEN
DATE

@GB
7:40
ESPN

DET
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

BAL
Noon
WBBMCh. 2

@STL
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

@MIN
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

DAL
7:40
ESPN

@CLE
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

@PHI
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

GB
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

